
The VISTA near-infrared YJKs survey of the Magellanic
 system (LMC, SMC, Bridge and Stream) - VMC 
The Magellanic system represents the nearest template for the study of stellar
 populations and galaxy interactions. Its low metallicity and nearby distance are key
 issues to exploit the unique VMC data. This survey aims to obtain YJKs band
 photometry across the system down to Ks=20.3 at S/N=10. This sensitivity
 corresponds to the bottom of the red giant branch field stellar population and allows
 us to determine the global spatially resolved star formation history with
 unprecedented quality and to construct a three-dimensional map of the system. A
 wide-area encompassing the D25 as well as major features delineated by the
 distribution of stars and HI gas, will both trace the structure of the galaxies and
 signatures of past and present interactions. Contemporary optical and kinematic
 observations of comparable sensitivity will provide the community with a superior
 database for future studies of the system and will give us an excellent insight as to
 what has happened elsewhere in the Universe. 

VMC is  a Public Survey project of the European Southern Observatory. 

The VISTA telescope (Figure 3) is a 4m  near-infrared telescope equipped with a
 large array of 16 infrared detectors that fill a 1.5 square degree field. VISTA will
 begin full scientific operations early next year. 

Observations 
The VMC survey will cover an area of 184 square degrees: 116 in the LMC,
 45 in the SMC, 20 in the Bridge and 3 in the Stream (Figure 2).  

Data on each VISTA tile will be obtained in three filters: Y, J and Ks detecting
 sources with a S/N=10 at Vega magnitudes of Y=21.9, J=21.4 and Ks=20.3.
 The time necessary to reach the nominal survey depth will be accumulated
 by repetitively observing each tile 3 times in Y and J and 12 times in Ks.  

These multi-epoch observations will allow us to derive average Ks
 magnitudes for RR Lyrae and Cepheid stars.  

The average seeing of the VMC data will be 0.8 arcsec (0.6 arcsec in the most
 crowded regions and 1 arcsec in the outer regions) to guarantee homogeneity
 of the data sensitivity and a good point-source extraction.  

The total survey time is about 1800 hours including overheads. Observations
 will be carried out in service mode by ESO staff.  

Figure 1. Simulated  colour-magnitude diagram for a 0.8 deg sq. LMC area (2 VISTA
 detectors). The  physical inputs to the simulations were: a constant star formation rate,
 an age-metallicity relation consistent with the LMC clusters, crowding,, photometric
 errors and completeness typical for the LMC disk, foreground Milky Way stars. The
 total number of stars is about 55000 where the colours correspond to the density of
 stars in a logarithmic scale (see Poster by Kerber et al for more details). 

Figure 2. Distribution of VISTA tiles across the Magellanic System. Underlying small dots indicate the distribution of carbon stars (black), stellar clusters (blue)
 and associations (red) while thick dots show the location of observations to be performed  with the VLT Survey Telescope (VST) in the optical domain. 

Data 
The VMC data will be reduced using the VISTA Data Flow System
 (VDFS), operated by the VDFS team, and augmented by individuals
 from the VMC team, especially for Product Definition and Quality
 Control. The VDFS is a collaboration between the UK Wide Field
 Astronomy Units at Edinburgh and Cambridge coordinated by the
 VISTA PI, Emerson, and funded by STFC.  

The calibration, including sky subtraction, of VMC data will be
 performed in a similar way as it is currently done for the UKIDSS
 survey. Both photometric and astrometric calibrations are linked to
 the homogeneous 2MASS PSC.  
Processed and stacked images, confidence maps and and catalogues
 will be made periodically available to the astronomical communitty. 

Project 

The main science goals of the VMC survey are the determination of the spatially resolved star formation history (SFH) and the three-dimensional (3D)
 geometry of the system. The VMC survey will reach sources 6 mag fainter compared to the 2MASS and DENIS surveys (Figure 1) which sampled down to
 only upper red giant branch stars. VMC data will include the entire red giant branch population, short period variables and in particular old RR Lyrae stars,
 down to the oldest main sequence turn-off stars. The VMC survey is strongly linked and complementary to other spectroscopic and photometric surveys of the
 Magellanic system, which will benefit from each other, providing a new, complete and absolutely unique view of the system. 

SFH. Field stars in different phases of evolution will be traced out to distances never yet explored. In particular RGB stars that are likely more metal poor and,
 trace the tidally stripped parts of the galaxies and the extended halo component. The VMC survey will measure the SFH in the Magellanic System with
 unprecedented accuracy and detail, via the analysis of colour-magnitude diagrams. The VMC data represent a unique, currently missing, counterpart for optical
 sources of similar depth, this will provide us with the ultimate understanding of the SFH across the system.  

3D structure. The geometry of the system will be measured using the luminosity of red clump stars, the period-luminosity relation of RR Lyrae stars and
 Cepheids and standard candles in clusters as well as other indicators. Their combination will produce a consistent measurement of the structure of the system
 free from individual problems. In addition the different indicators will trace the age-dependent 3D structure. 

Stellar clusters. By combining integrated photometry with resolved stellar population studies, the cluster system of the Magellanic Clouds offers a unique
 chance to independently check the accuracy of age and mass determinations based on broad-band spectral energy distributions. The addition of near-infrared
 photometry to the existing optical photometry will beat the scatter that currently exists in the age-metallicity distribution, also constraining extinction
 variations more precisely. The VMC data will produce a complete census of the cluster population that will be used to draw statistically robust conclusions on
 spatial differences between the Clouds as well as to search for new clusters. 

Magellanic System’s simulations. The VMC survey will test the formation scenario of the Bridge by simulations of Magellanic collision and the gas/stellar
 structure of the SMC before interaction by comparing the observed amount of old stellar populations with the simulated one. Constraints on the orbits and
 masses of the Magellanic Clouds will also be set by comparison with chemodynamical, hydrodynamical and pure N-body simulations. 

Planetary Nebulae (PNe). Previous shallow near-infrared surveys have been unable to reach the Ks magnitudes required to reveal large numbers of obscured,
 reddened stars, late-type and post asymptotic-giant branch stars as well as faint PNe. VMC data combined with deep optical imaging and spectroscopy will
 contribute to the identification of new PNe, especially in the halo which will be bright in Ks because of Brackett Gamma emission.  

Proper motion. The VMC survey will contain a sufficient number of stars to disentangle streaming motions from the bulk proper motion. The combination with
 2MASS gives a time baseline of ~15 years that could further improve the proper motion determination providing stability is conserved. 

Star formation: We will study embedded star formation finding the counterpart for many Spitzer sources. We may be able to answer what is the effect of
 metallicity on star formation opening the doors to detailed follow-up studies as well as to a robust comparison with Milky Way stars for the study of
 environmental influence. Wide-area VMC observations will also provide an unbiased survey of pre-main sequence stars.  

Distance scale: The homogeneous VMC dataset will allow us to cut down by a factor of two the present uncertainty in the distance modulus of the LMC using
 independent indicators (e.g. RR Lyrae stars, Cepheids, Miras, red clump stars) which appear more powerful and reliable in the near-infrared.  

Links 
http://star.herts.ac.uk/~mcioni/vmc 
http://www.vista.ac.uk 
http://www.eso.org/public 
http://vstportal.oacn.inaf.it 
http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/policies/PublicSurveys/sciencePublicsurveys.html 

Figure 3. The VISTA 4m telescope. More images available at :  

http://www.eso.org/public/outreach/press-rel/pr-2008/phot-10-08.html 


